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The Argument for Sunrise Day Hikes
By Ariana Gerdis
• a lot harder to not finish the hike by sundown unexpectedly (but a lot
sadder)
• pretty
• get overcrowded trails all to yourself!
• receive weird stares from those wearily finishing their hikes as you begin
at an atypical hour
• distract your hiking partner with the dazzling beauty of the stars above so
you can take a break (why are they so fast?!)
• it's less embarrassing to trip on tree roots in the dark
• more likely to find girls in the mountains than at RPI

Untitled Jaguar Drawing
By Becca Cerra
Pencil on Paper. 8 ½” / 11”.
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Poisonous Plants on RPI Campus
By Alex Perkins

Yew
- Evergreen shrub, red berries
- Contains taxine
- All parts especially wilted foliage

Common Horsechestnut
- Tree, palm shaped leaves, large brown nuts
- Contains aesculin
- All parts

Rhododendron
- Flowering shrub, thick leaves
- Contains grayanotoxin
- All parts especially honey made from its flowers

Elephant ear / Caladium
- Large leaf plant
- Contains raphides
- All Parts

Daffodil
- Yellow or white flowering plant
- Contains lycorine
- All parts especially the bulb

Don’t eat any poisonous plants
In case of poisoning contact poison control: 1-800-222-1222 or call 911
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Lia’s Photography
By Lia Greene

Occasionally, water is liquid
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Usually, water is frozen

Water sticks to inclines

Frozen water blankets trees

Frozen water remains at high elevations
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Snowshoes are lighter than frozen water
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The Quest for Grafton Cliffs
By Josh Stricker
Once, while trying to stay awake during a particularly boring lecture, I turned to the collection
of old cairns on the ROC website for entertainment. I found articles in several issues (November 1949,
May 1965, March 1983, November 1995 and others) that made reference to climbing at Grafton, which
intrigued me. For those not in the know, Grafton can either refer to a tiny town on Route 2, or the
nearby state park that has a lake in which certain masochistic club members occasionally jump into in
the winter. Both are only about a 30 minute drive from campus, and utterly flat and seemingly
unsuitable for climbing.
Naturally, this piqued my interest and I set out to discover these legendary cliffs, home to
routes such as “The Bishop’s Nose”, “Little Carbuncle”, and the appealing “Loose Rock Route”. Given
the name of that last climb, I was initially curious if they were talking about John Boyd Thatcher State
Park, a world-class home of loose and chossy climbing, which is also near RPI, but further
investigations indicated that this was in fact a geographically distinct crag.
By luck, the November 1949 cairn actually included vague directions to the Grafton Cliffs,
saying that they were “about 3 miles past Cropseyville”. This is in the opposite direction as Thatcher,
meaning that these were/are indeed distinct. Looking at topo maps, there are a few locations that look
possibly promising. Unfortunately, the largest and closer to the road of these areas is now the open pit
of the RJ Valente Quarry, which was permitted in 1996 and began operations in 2003, meaning that
any cliff that may have existed was now gone to be used as aggregate for road construction projects
across the state.
On one lazy Saturday (2/17/18 to be exact) I drove out to see what I could find. Abandoning the
quarry as an option, I stopped before it and parked in a pullout on NY-2 by a small bridge over the
Quacken Kill, then walked back on the side of the road for about 5 minutes until I got to a pair of
wagon wheels that were in somebody’s yard. I crossed the road and walked/slipped on icy leaves
uphill towards a ridge and got to a saddle on the ridgeline in about 10 minutes. Much to my delight I
found two moderately sized cliff areas that didn’t look terrible for climbing. I’ve included a crappy MS
paint map of how to get there. Please note that these cliffs are probably on private property and
getting to them is likely trespassing.

I first explored the left cliff, which seemed like it could have some climbable lines in the 40ft
range, though nothing great. There is a pretty cool dihedral that looks fun but hard to protect. The rest
of this area seems to be 5.easy and mellow. Everything could be walked off if you needed, and if TR
anchors were desired they’d probably involve a lot of webbing and some crappy trees. I soloed one
route in hiking boots and didn’t die so I think that gives a pretty good idea of the climbing difficulty.
I next walked over to the right cliffs which seem a little bit better. The tallest face there (~50ft)
actually has four homemade-looking bolts up it, which means that people definitely do/did climb here!
This cliff is a little bit longer with more 5.easy routes, and probably a few harder ones. Here I soloed
something that would probably be rated 4th class but I felt cool. On top of the cliff are several old fire
rings, making me more confused about who uses/owns this land. The walk off is also super easy from
here, and the views are pretty nice too.
I can’t encourage you to go climbing here because access is contentious, but if you do don’t
be an idiot, be safe, and be respectful of the land and those who may own it.

If future ROC members want to pursue a landowner relationship to climb here, it’s helpful to
know who owns this land. Based on tax records here’s what I found. Good luck!
● Lot 29 ,3502 NY-2, 2.7 acres, is owned by Donald and Marion DeMarsh
● Lot 30, 1.83 acres (Seasonal residence/rental?) is owned by Joseph Milanese of 375
Dunham Rd, Cropseyville NY
● Lot 1.1, 3496 NY-2, 2.61 acres, is owned by Sean and Bridgette Grugan
● Lot 1.2, 21.03 acres, (Seasonal residence/rental?) is owned by William and Donna Charette
of 149 Spiegletown Rd, Troy. No house seems to exist on this lot
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The bolted face on the right cliffs

Bolt of unknown age
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A section of the left cliffs

Cool bouldering potential on the right cliffs
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The dihedral on the left cliffs
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More climbing potential on the right
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Hiking the Catskills on a Spring Evening
By Tucker Gallant

Whose woods these are I think I know.
His desk is at the statehouse though;
He would be glad I’m stopping here
To watch his woods melt free of snow.
My tired back must think it queer
To stop without the lean-to near.
Above the road and melting lake
The first night camping of the year.
The tender buds the breeze does shake
As maps I check for some mistake.
Across the forest my eyes sweep
Searching for the route to take.
As up the sky the moon does creep
The melting world speaks not a peep.
I stop my march and still my tread
To listen to the snowpack weep.
Through the roof above my head
Of pungent needles yet unshed,
The beauty of the sky does seep
The Milky Way across it spread.
The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.
Adapted from “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening” by Robert Frost
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